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Introduction 
OST worked with Onclave Networks, Inc. to pilot a Zero Trust System model in support of the 

Stafford Smart Town Center Project. The Center for Innovative Technology (CIT) provided 

funding for the pilot as part of the Virginia Smart Community Testbed (VSCT). The pilot was 

conducted at Stafford County Government Center, and will ultimately be implemented in 

production at the Stafford Smart Town Center project. OST is the System Integrator for the 

testbed, with responsibility for pilot project oversight and for accurate and effective pilot 

project completion and reporting.  

As cybersecurity becomes more complex and layered, and as cyber-attacks become more 

sophisticated, so must the safeguards against them. Any unusual activity must be evaluated 

and clear plans must be in place to conduct a variety of responses, as appropriate. Expansion 

in systems and services inherently includes an increase in the amount of data generated. This 

also raises the risk of theft and misuse of sensitive data, Personally Identifiable Information 

(PII), and intellectual property. Since most systems in a smart city ecosystem depend on a 

steady influx of data, a breach in data security and transfer can collapse the entire smart city 

framework. For this reason, it is critical that robust cybersecurity measures are included in any 

smart city platform. 

The Zero Trust concept authenticates and authorizes every transaction before it can be initiated. 

When implemented properly, Zero Trust offers greater isolation and containment capabilities 

than the defense models currently deployed on most IT networks. NIST has developed the 

Draft NIST Special Publication 800-207, Zero Trust Architecture publication on how to 

implement Zero Trust Architecture (ZTA) in your network. ZTA is a major step forward in 

network security concepts, but it is not foolproof. NIST has since expanded its focus to include 

improving cyber protection for OT, IoT and the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). See 

https://www.nist.gov/topics/internet-things-iot.  

The Center for Innovative Technology (CIT) provided technical support and funding to 

Onclave Network to pilot the use of Zero Trust systems and concepts in the Virginia Smart 

Community Testbed (VSCT). The testbed is a “live laboratory” in Stafford   that tests new 

smart technologies and ideas to generate practical, proven knowledge that can be used by cities 

and counties across Virginia.  

Scope and Objectives of the Pilot Project 
This pilot was focused on the underlying communications and security architecture to establish 

a reference model for sensor and other data management and cybersecurity in a way that 

provides strong privacy protections for citizens. The pilot network included several related 

technologies, multiple devices and control systems, labs and demo sites within the County 

administration building as well as the Courthouse and Public Safety building. 

The Stafford Testbed has provided a common environment and framework enabling a Smart 

City pilot based on the Internet of Things (IoT). This project has encompassed the basic 

elements that would be part of any Smart City pilot or full-fledged solution spanning three 

buildings in the Stafford County Administration complex.  

The IoT Security Use Case Pilot was conducted using the Onclave Platform in Stafford County 

in two phases: 

Phase 1 (August 2020): Established a pilot testbed at the Stafford County Government 

Center and conducted proof-of-concept penetration testing.  

https://www.nist.gov/topics/internet-things-iot
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Phase 2 (December 2020): Installed cameras and migrated the testbed secure IoT 

configuration to the Stafford IT enterprise.  

Zero Trust Platform 
Onclave Network has an innovative, future proof, Zero Trust secure communications platform 

that functions over both existing and new network infrastructure (including but not limited to 

4G/5G, Satellite, WAN technologies, and the Internet).  Employing the Onclave Platform has 

provided Stafford County a long-term solution and a highly secured communications path for 

critical data for all its network connected technologies. Thus, protecting the County 

Government facilities and enhancing the safety and wellbeing of its citizens.  The Onclave 

platform includes several functions that result in improved endpoint management, improved 

and scalable key management, cross-domain access, and IT integration.  The Onclave platform 

is both versatile and simple to deploy and manage, allowing for secure communications to end-

point devices as well as the ability to redeploy enclaves dynamically based on the 

communication requirements. Figure-1 below illustrates the in-building security capability that 

enables a Smart City Ecosystem to operate efficiently.  

 
 

 
 

Onclave's Trusted Secure Communications Platform was developed to provide an easy method 

to enforce authenticity, integrity, and security when communicating over IP based networks. 

Each enforcement function can act independently or work collectively as an end to end Trusted 

and Secure Communications Service.   

The Onclave Platform can be deployed to establish secure communications between edge 

devices deployed in the field and services in the cloud or on premise.  Onclave offers the ability 

to embed the Onclave Gateway software/firmware in already deployed field devices or 

alternatively use an Onclave physical gateway when existing devices do not have the necessary 

compute capability.  Devices embedded with the Onclave Gateway software will be capable 

of establishing secure communication tunnels between any data source and their destination 

communication point, whether in the cloud or on premise.  As shown in Figure-2, Onclave 

provides a comprehensive secure communications solution by establishing isolated encrypted 

networks between the field devices and the cloud environment with the placement of the 

Onclave Gateways in either AWS or Azure data analytics environments.    

Figure 1: Smart Building Security 
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Figure 2: Onclave's Trusted Communications Framework 

 

The Onclave Networks solution uses a private multi-segment and multi-path blockchain to 

securely hold cipher keys used in establishing a zero trust environment for all end points within 

the defined enclave.  These end points can be located on any new or existing transports 

throughout the world, on the ground or in space and can communicate securely across defined 

enclaves. Onclave's Discovery and Monitoring Services (DMS) uses a dynamic rules engine 

that monitors all trusted devices based on their common communication parameters established 

before granting trust to each device. Accordingly, if any trusted device' behavior pattern 

changes, DMS will create an alert on that device and the trust of that device can be dynamically 

removed. Figure-3 shows details of the Onclave platform. This unique approach in dynamic 

trusting of devices within an enclave and our modular technology allows the Onclave platform 

to be versatile. 

 

Figure 3: Onclave Platform Component Details  
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Onclave Networks follows NIST SP800-207 Zero Trust Architecture. NIST SP800-207 

provides the following guidance: 

 All data sources and computing services are considered resources. 

 All communication is secured regardless of network location. 

 Access to individual enterprise resources is granted on a per-session basis. 

 Access to resources is determined by dynamic policy. 

 The enterprise monitors and measures the integrity and security posture of all owned 

and associated assets. 

 All resource authentication and authorization are dynamic and strictly enforced before 

access is allowed. 

 The enterprise collects as much information as possible about the current state of 

assets, network infrastructure and communications and uses it to improve its security 

posture. 

Stafford County’s forward vision for a "Smart Stafford" provides an excellent environment to 

take advantage of the purpose-driven design principles employed by Onclave.  These 

principles address the pending cyber concerns brought by 5G and the increased connectivity 

found with operational technologies (ICS, SCADA, and IoT connected devices). 

Conventional IT approaches to securing and protecting these devices is complex and 

ineffective. Onclave's approach is to implement a common security platform that addresses 

all security issues in cross domain environments, quickly, easily and at a lower cost. The 

Orchestrator functions as the Zero Trust Policy Engine and topology assignment console.  

The Onclave Blockchain holds all the gateway and bridge states and public trust keys while 

the gateways and bridges establish the secure tunnels and enclaves. As shown in Figure-4, 

the integration of the Onclave components results in a solution that implements both a Zero 

Trust Architecture using Onclave' 's Trusted Communications Framework (OTCF), and 

secure enclaves using Onclave's Secure Intelligent Communications Layer 2 over Layer 3 

cryptographic tunnels.  

 

Figure 4: Onclave's Secure Intelligent Communications using Layer 2 over Layer 3 
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The Secure IoT system includes the following components: 

 

Component Description 

Secure 

Blockchain 
 Private multi-segment and multi-path 

blockchain 

 Based on Onclave’s Dynamic Cipher Key 

Management (DCKM) (patent pending) design 

 Manages identities, trust and device state 

 Only accessed by devices that are created with 

the paired Administrative console 

Administrative 

Console 
 Initial registration creates a unique identity 

with the Onclave Secure Blockchain 

 Manages source image bundles of 

Orchestrators, Gateways, and Bridges and 

imprints unique identity of the paired Onclave 

Secure Blockchain and Admin Console 

 Enables the transfer or distribution of devices 

to Orchestrators 

Orchestrator 

Console 
 Single integrated interface that builds secure 

enclaves (topologies) 

 Zero Trust Policy Engine 

 Provides dynamic deployment of secure virtual 

segmented networks over existing 

infrastructure 

Bridges  Used to create trusted and secure 

communications with Gateways 

 Has its own root of trust cipher key generator 

for establishing cryptographically encrypted 

layer 2 secure tunnels between Onclave 

Bridges and Gateways 

Gateways  Device that forms the basis of a 

cryptographically secure enclave connected to 

an Onclave Bridge or another Onclave 

Gateway 

 Can take the form of an embedded device such 

as in a camera or a standalone appliance 

 Own root of trust cipher key generator for 

establishing cryptographically encrypted layer 

2 secure tunnels between other trusted 

gateways 

Discovery & 

Monitoring 

Services 

(DMS) 

 Behavior-Based Rules Engine establishes 

known patterns for all protected devices 

 Smart Alerts based on abnormal behavior of 

protected devices 

 Integrated messaging and message queue with 

Orchestrator using REST APIs 
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System Configuration 
The following hardware was installed in support of the Zero Trust pilot in Stafford County: 

 Dell PE R340 VMWare 6.5 host running: 

 Onclave Secure Blockchain server and Secure IoT Administrator Console server 

 Dell PE R340 running Debian 9.11 for the Orchestrator server 

 Two Dell PE 'R340's running Debian 9.11 for Secure IoT Bridges 

 Three Dell PE 'R340's running Debian 9.11 for Secure IoT Enterprise Gateways 

 Three Ubiquiti switches 

 One Netgear router running dd-wrt for use as a DHCP and router for the Secure IoT 

pilot servers (this relieves Stafford County of having to provide IP addresses for the 

self-contained pilot) 

Onclave rack-mounted the on premise Secure IoT pilot equipment, and brought the pilot 

system online. Operation of the secure enclaves was verified, and test devices were provided 

to staff at the Stafford Town Center Administration building to conduct a complete end-to-end 

pilot of Secure IoT. The testbed hardware installed in the Stafford County data center is shown 

in Figure-5. Two Axis Q3527 cameras were used for external penetration testing. Figure 6 

shows the resulting architecture that was implemented and utilized in the Stafford County 

testbed.  

 

 

 

Figure 5: Secure IoT equipment installed at Stafford data center 
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Figure 6: Zero Trust pilot test system architecture 

 
 

As the Phase 1 pilot was concluding and prior to moving Secure IoT from the testbed into the 

enterprise in Phase 2, the hardware included in scope was expanded from two CCTV cameras 

to include an additional 17 CCTV cameras. These added cameras will provide video 

surveillance coverage that was not previously provided for in the established security camera 

system. Additionally, at the request of the Stafford County IT Department, the deployment was 

expanded from one initial administration building to include the County Courthouse and the 

Public Safety building.  
 

Test and Evaluation 
A penetration test was conducted against the secure tunnels created by the Secure IoT platform. 

The test was conducted to identify whether Secure IoT tunnels were vulnerable to being 

breached.  

At the request of CIT, Onclave created a customized version of the standard evaluation process. 

CIT requested that the test steps include the test steps, results and measurements shown below. 

We conducted the test and developed a report for CIT that included results, recommendations 

and potential next steps.  

 

During this pilot, the benefits to Stafford County became clear during the migration of the 

pilot to implementation.  When the Secure IoT test environment was being moved into the 

county's enterprise environment the county IT team realized their need to change the original 

configuration by expanding access points from the Administration building and including the 

Court House and Public Safety buildings.  The adjustment and scalability of Secure IoT to 

this new requirement was seamless.  The change, shown in Figure-7, was accomplished with 

Test Checklist Table Results (pass/fail) 

1. Demonstrate ability to hide devices Pass 

2. Demonstrate that device have been removed from the existing LAN but still 
function 

Pass 

3. Demonstrate that penetration testing against devices contained within the 
enclave from the outside cannot be seen (IP address, MAC) 

Pass 

4. Demonstrate penetration testing attempting to get out of enclave (inside 
out) 

Pass 

5. Demonstrate that the attack surface of the existing network is removed 
when devices are placed in the Secure IoT® enclave 

Pass 
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no additional wiring or IT configuration efforts.  This clearly demonstrated the ease of 

adjusting and expanding locations connected by Secure IoT within the Stafford County 

network.  The adjustment was accomplished with no additional funding or time required.  

 
 

Figure 7: Secure IoT Stafford County deployment final configuration 

 

Results of PEN Testing 
An independent third party conducted penetration testing in August, 2020. The penetration 
test was conducted to attempt to exit the private Secure IoT network to access the enterprise 
network or the internet, and to attempt to access a Secure IoT tunnel from outside of the 
secure tunnel. Figure-8 shows the configuration used for the penetration test.  
 

 
 
 

Figure 8: Secure IoT penetration test configuration 
 

Upon completion of the August, 2020 penetration test, the after-action report showed: 
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 Testing was not able to break out of the private network to access the enterprise 

network or internet  

 Testing was not able to break into the private network from the enterprise network or 

affect the private IoT network's resources.  

Conclusion 
We established a testbed, developed a Secure IoT architecture that included secure tunnels, 

executed third-party testing to evaluate the security of the Secure IoT solution, and migrated 

the testbed into a functioning secure network. This CIT-funded pilot program has demonstrated 

that in using Secure IoT in the Smart Cities program, Stafford County can better provide or 

support the following: 

 Authentication of devices, confidentiality, and integrity of data 

 Implementing and running security operations at IoT scale 

 Meeting compliance requirements and requests 

 Meeting performance requirements of data transmission. 

The pilot showed that, using Secure IoT, Stafford County can enable the following benefits: 

Device security: Prevent a device from being used to conduct attacks, including participating 

in distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks against other organizations, and 

eavesdropping on network traffic or compromising other devices on the same network 

segment. This goal applies to all IoT devices.  

Data security: Protect the confidentiality, integrity, and/or availability of data (including 

personally identifiable information-PII) collected by, stored on, processed by, or transmitted 

to or from the IoT device. This goal applies to each IoT device except those without any data 

that needs protection.  

Privacy: Protect 'individuals' privacy impacted by PII processing beyond risks managed 

through device and data security protection. This goal applies to all IoT devices that process 

PII or that directly or indirectly impact individuals.  

The addition of 17 CCTV cameras to the Secure IoT environment showed scalability in the 

Stafford County enterprise, and provided access points across multiple Government facilities.    

As a result of this pilot project, Stafford County, using Secure IoT, has a scalable, long term, 

low cost cybersecurity solution for the County. The County can now effectively secure IoT 

devices, mitigating exposure and threats generated from bad actors arriving from the Internet. 

Stafford County now has a fully operational network that is cloaked from bad actors and 

malware threats.    

 

 


